
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

Literacy 

SPEAKING AND LISTENING:  Through discussion, role-play and drama 
the children will explore the story of Peter Rabbit and Beatrix Potter.  
They will explore different poems on theme of Rabbits and other 
animals.  They will explore the story ‘The Rabbit Problem’ by Emily 
Gravett.  They will compare the two texts and think about which 
writer they prefer and why. 

PHONICS: Children will complete discrete Phonics sessions lasting 
approximately 20 minutes following Letters and Sounds and the 
Sounds Write Scheme. 

READING: Children will look at fiction and non-fiction books and 
explore the differences between them.  Children will read and 
understand simple sentences.  They will read some common irregular 
words and use their developing phonics knowledge to decode regular 
words aloud accurately.  Children will develop the ability to infer 
meaning, make predictions and work out word meaning through 
Guided reading sessions. 

WRITING:  Children will have several opportunities to develop the 
skills of writing through a variety of different writing genres including 
instructions, lists and menus. Children will have opportunities to 
write simple narratives based on Peter Rabbit.  Children will also 
develop their understanding of a sentence and how to extend their 
sentences through games and simple exercises.  They use the terms 
noun, adjective (describing words) and verbs.  They will develop their 
ability to use capital letters. 

HANDWRITING Children will continue to develop a comfortable and 
effective pencil grip.  They will learn the different groups of letters 
and really focus on starting each letter correctly each time. 

Numeracy  

PLACE VALUE, NUMBER AND COUNTING::  Count to and across 100, 
forward and backward, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any given number.  
Count in multiples of 2s, 5s and 10s. Read and write numbers 0-20 in digits 
and words accurately and begin to write numbers greater than 20 in words 
with support. 

MEASURES LENGTH AND WEIGHT:.  Compare, describe & solve practical 
problems for: Lengths & heights  and Mass/weight.  Use the following 
vocabulary correctly (in a range of contexts):Length - long, short, longer, 
shorter, tall, short, double, half.  Weight and Mass heavy, light, heavier 
than, lighter than.  Using that knowledge and vocabulary to order up to 5 
different objects by weight. 

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION: Children will mentally recall 1 more and 1 
less or to use equipment to find the answer.  Read, write and interpret 
mathematical statements involving + - = signs.  Represent and use number 
bonds and related subtractions facts within 20.  They will use concrete and 
pictorial representations to solve addition and subtraction problems. 

GEOMETRY 2D & 3D SHAPE:  To be able to name, label and describe the 
properties of 2D and 3D shapes.  Toe use shape vocabulary including 
corner, line, edge, vertices.  To recognise shapes when they are in different 
positions. To begin to explore 3D shapes through their properties and 
complete simple tables. 

FRACTIONS  Recognise, find and name a half as one of two equal parts of an 
object, shape or quantity.  Recognise, find and name a quarter as one of 
two equal parts of an object, shape or quantity.  

Multiplication and Division – Solve simple one step problems involving 
multiplication and division using pictures and practical equipment.  Begin to 
relate counting in 2s, 5s and 10s to their relevant times tables. 

MEASURES MONEY AND TIME  Recognise coins and being to use 
combinations to make amounts.  Sequence events in chronological order 
using language (e.g. before, after, next, first, today, yesterday, tomorrow, 
morning, afternoon, evening).  

 

Science  
Children will identify different types of 
flowering and non-flowering plants and 
trees. 
They will identify the different parts of a 
plant and begin to think about their function. 
They will begin to identify the different fruits 
and vegetables available and which part of 
the plant they have come from. 
They will observe change over time and 
monitor/change the different factors 
influencing growth. 
 
They will investigate electricity and make a 
simple circuit. Create a Burglar alarm for 
Farmer MacGregor’s Green house. 
Working scientifically 
Children can use simple equipment to help 
them make observations. 
Children can perform a simple test. 
Tell other people about what they have 
done. 
They give a simple reason for their answers. 
They explain what they have found out 
using scientific vocabulary. 
They put some information in a chart or 
table. 

Class    Year 1    Which plants (and animals) would Peter Rabbit find in Bishop’s Park. 

Term   Summer (1)     Hook – Peter Rabbit Film and visit to Bishop‛s Park Children will 
visit local supermarket to buy vegetables and fruits.  They will visit our local park and look for 
different plants.  They will watch different parts of Peter Rabbit 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which plants (and animals) would Peter Rabbit find in Bishop’s Park? 
 
LC 1 – Where would Peter Rabbit prefer Bishop’s Park or the Allotment? 

LC 2 – How can we identify the birds that live near our school or in the park? 

LC3 – What can we do to attract the birds and wildlife to come into our 
grounds? 

LC4 – How can we capture the beauty of the different plants, trees and animals 
that we find in our school, at home and in Bishop’s Park? 

LC5 – Can we name the different plants and trees that we find in Bishop’s 
Park? How can we keep a record of what we find? 

Reflection: Can we put together a presentation of all the plants 
and birds that we have found in Bishop’s Park? Can we share 
what we have learned? 

 

 

 

Cross Curricular Literacy Links: 

Read well known books associated with features of different non-fiction texts to 
generate suitable questions and lines of enquiry. 

Writing opportunities throughout the lines of nquiry. 

 

Cross curricular numeracy links 
Measure – Heights and lengths of leaves.  Shape 
and Space designing an allotment using 2D shapes.  
3D shapes using nets to create vases/flower pots 
for plants. Counting and data handling different 
types of plants and birds found on the grounds. 
Position and direction – How to help Peter escape 
McGregor’s garden. 

 Geography  -  Why can’t a cactus live in Farmer 
McGregor’s Garden?  

Look at different tropical, desert and crops.  Link their 
origin to the local environment.  Will we find an orchid in 
the forest school area?  Why not?  .Look at plans and 
maps of Gardens and allotments. Use the words scale, key 
and plan. Use building materials to recreate own garden 
designs/plans to attract birds/insects and people. 

 

 

 

 

R.E. -   Who was Buddha? 

What can we find out about Buddha? (Buddhist 
stories) Why did Prince Siddartha leave home? What 
happened under the Bodhi tree? How did the Buddha 
choose his first followers? Wesak and the importance 
of light to the festival. Why did Angulimala change? 
How do Buddhists worship? How do Buddists show 
they care for creatures? Story of the swan. 

 

PSHE including SRE 

Go Givers – The children will continue to explore the 
themes of Eco-awareness through lessons on 
Pollution and Litter. 

Caring for our environment – Continue to look at 
Fairtrade, looking after our local environment and 
the small changes we make  that can help the whole 
world such as Walk 2 School. 

 

Art/DT – 

Developing DT skills 

Making a burglar alarm in Science/workshop. 

Children will design and create their own 
bird tables and make mixtures with 
seeds, nuts, etc. to hang from them. 

Making different shelters and dens for 
Peter Rabbit to hide in 

Art Skills - Sketching, painting and using pastels to 
sketch plants and animals carefully in the 
environment.  Van Gogh’s Sunflowers Irises. Alex 
Katz Tulips Using college materials.  Investigate 
using black ink pens IN Roy Lichensteins Black 
Flowers. 

P.E.  Team Games including Invasion 
games Piggy in the Middle & Three Hoop 
Challenge. 

To master basic movements including running, 
jumping, throwing and catching, as well as 
developing balance, agility and co-ordination, and 
begin to apply these in a range of activities. 

       
     

 

 

ICT , computing, digital literacy. 
Programing – Using Programmable toy and writing 
program to explain how Peter escapes McGregor’s 
garden. 
E-Safety –  Staying Safe Online - What to do with 
our personal information? 
Digital Literacy  Using text and images in Textease 
Presenter/Powerpoint to create different  
presentations about plants and animals (Ipad 
equivalent) 

Music 

To use their voices expressively 
and creatively by singing songs 
and speaking chants and 
rhymes .To play tuned and 
untuned instruments musically. 
To listen with concentration 
and understanding to a range of 
high-quality live and recorded 
music. To experiment with, 
create, select and combine 
sounds using the inter-related 
dimensions of music.    

 History – Famous People 

Children will consider the famous Author Beatrix 
Potter.  They will investigate her life and links with  
The National Trust.  They will identify the different 
sources we need to access when researching a person 
from the past’s life. 

They will use the vocabulary of time to make comparisons 
with Beatrix Potter’s stories and those told by the 
modern Author Emily Gravett. 

 


